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â€œOur favorite coloring book company.â€• â€“ The Skimm As featured in Time, the New York
Times, USA Today and publications around the world! From renowned illustrator Suzy Joyner
comes a new, frightfully delightful adult coloring book: Spirit of Halloween! Published by Blue Star,
the team behind multiple national bestselling adult coloring books. Contains 32 hand-drawn
coloring images featuring jack-o-lanterns, kitty wizards, haunted houses and more! Designs range
in complexity from beginner to expert-level. Provides hours and hours of stress relief, mindful calm,
and fun, creative expression. Join millions of adults all around the world who are rediscovering the
simple relaxation and joy of coloring!
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This is a cute and fun set of 32 Halloween designs for coloring by artist Suzy Joyner. I also have her
coloring book, â€œSoul of the Woodlandâ€• and am really pleased with both books. I'll be looking for
more coloring books by this talented artist in the future.I have been looking for a fun to color adult
Halloween book and this one fills the bill. It includes jack-o-lanterns, cats, skeletons, spiders,
ghosts, bats, and even a Frankenstein's monster. This book is sure to provide hours of fun while
getting ready for the ghosties and goblins to head to my door for trick or treats.The book is printed
on a good quality but thin bright white paper. The designs are printed on one side of the page with

the backside left blank. I will definitely put a piece of freezer paper or card stock behind the page as
I work as all markers and gel pens leak throughWhile the pages are not perforated, it doesn't appear
that it will be difficult to remove them from the binding. The binding is glued rather than sewn. The
designs are centered on the page with some blank space left next to the binding. It should be fairly
easy to get from edge to edge of the design while coloring if you like to keep your designs in the
book.I am having so much fun with my adult coloring books. It certainly helps me de-stress at the
end of the day. I am able to put my focus into something outside of my daily toil which takes the
weight of the world off my shoulders - at least for a few hours.

Every year I search through looking for new Halloween coloring books that will enhance the
anticipation of this fun holiday for my grandchildren, inspire their creativity and kick start their
imaginations.This is not an easy job, many new coloring books are too gory filled with dark art,
many are too basic and simply depict those items we associate with Halloween in a boring form that
fails to inspire, and others fail to incorporate our beloved Halloween symbols at all. I was thrilled as I
looked through this book for the first time; each page I turned brought me another picture of one of
our beloved traditional Halloween symbols including Skulls, Tombstones, Jack-O-Lanterns, Spiders,
Candy, Eyes, Witches, Black cats, Ghosts, Bats, a Mummy, a Vampire, a Frankenstein, Owl,
Raven, and even a Haunted castle.But this book is different, the artist breathes new life into
Halloween coloring with the addition of her own delightful, imaginative and whimsical touch, she has
created original, captivating, charming illustrations, filled with meticulous, intricate details and
unprecedented combinations that will inspire creativity and kick start imaginations in both adults and
school aged children. You will want to color every single image in this book.1. 32 Illustrations printed
one per page on light weight, bright white paper.2. All markers bleed through the paper, blank pages
have been added at the end of the book for your convenience that can be used to place under the
page you are coloring to prevent damage to the next page if you are using markers.

We had a family gathering this weekend so I got this book and colors. I set it on the table for
whoever wanted to look at it, or start coloring. Our 6 year old painted a wonderful Halloween scene
and so did his cousins and a couple aunts. It was fun and lots of stories were told while coloring.
This was a great project and yet no one would have described it as a "project."

Very cute fall themed pictures. If you are going to use markers though you should put another piece
of paper behind the one you are coloring to prevent bleeding of marker from ruining the next picture

since the paper in this book is kind of thin.

Really a very nice coloring book with appropriate Halloween motifs. I put a stiff sheet of card stock
under the sheet that I am coloring. I find thatit provides a firm backing. I use colored pencils, not
water soluble; they do a great job and you can put some firm pressure on them. You can
usecrayons as well. I prefer the finer line and more control of a pencil. Children can grasp a crayon
much better however. I highly recommend thiscoloring book.

Love this book!!! One of my favorite

I love halloween so I was very excited for this book. I love blue star coloring books already and this
is another great one I've added to my collection. The pages are beautiful and detailed. They don't
print on the back of the page so you're able to use makers if you prefer. Fast shipping and a great
price too!

I just started coloring relax in the evenings after work. This book has some really cute pictures. A
few of them are a little easy, but it is a good quality book with thick pages and l am still enjoying
coloring in it.
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